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INTRODUCTION

 The number of People who are affected with breast 
cancer is increasing in Japan. The breakdown of 
disease rate of it went to the top in 1996, and some 
38,000 new cases are diagnosed in 2003.

 A peak age of onset is about 30 to 50 -they take the 
central role in the social living-. The responsibility of 
them covers a lot involving household, child-raising 
and caring. In addition, The patients who have a job 
seems to take more effort.

 The treatment of breast cancer involves operation, 
chemotherapy, radiation therapy and internal use. 
These ways except operation are done as out-
patient clinic. The average of hospital days are only 
17.
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INTRODUCTION

 It is not easy to cope with side effects of a 
chemotherapy. The side effects involve…
 Infection coming from low number of white blood 

cells
 general malaise
 Vomiting, alteration in taste
 angialgia
 Things which influence women’s identity 

involving hair loss, dye fixation and swelling.
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INTRODUCTION

 The patients who continue their job come with 
different kind of difficulty from the difficulty that the 
patients who do not have their job, because not 
only they seem to bear a heavy burden but also 
have a lot of opportunities to contact with others.

 According to the research which was done by 
Health, Labor and Welfare Ministry in 2003, 31% 
out of about 2600 patients who had been working 
when they were informed of the cancer retired 
voluntary. 4% of them are forced out of work or 
conversion of work-position.
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OBJECTIVE

 It is seemed that the patients who deal with their job 
and treatment at the same time feel difficulty 
because the support measures are not enough.

The purpose of this study is to 
clarify difficulties of continuing 
work while getting chemotherapy 
for breast cancer patients, and 
improve their Quality Of Life.
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METHODOLOGY

Objective
 Six breast cancer patients continue 

working and getting chemotherapy were 
selected at hub-hospital of cancer in A 
prefecture. 

Collecting data
 We asked about “difficulty in continuing 

job” by semi-structured interview.
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METHODOLOGY

Abstract of the interview
 What was terrible event during the chemotherapy at 

the position as  (1)woman (2)wife (3)mother ?
 What was terrible event in dealing with your job and 

chemotherapy ?
 Physical condition
 Description of job, Amount of job
 Accommodation for job, treatment and daily life
 etc.

 What kinds of support by medical staff do you 
want ? 7

METHODOLOGY

 Analytical method
 The categorization was performed on the 

interview contents to extract words related to 
“Difficulty in continuing jobs”.

 Ethical consideration
 The following conditions were explained:

The patients can refuse or interrupt the 
investment and avoid sustaining 
disadvantages according to their will.

 This study was approved by the ethical 
committee of Hiroshima International University. 8

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
 “Difficulty in continuing both chemotherapy and 

jobs” consisted of seven categories: 
(1) “Physical pain associated with side effects of 
treatment”
(2) “Apologetic feeling of absence at work”
(3) “Save one's energy to work by the fear of 
reoccurrence”
(4) “Lack of care at workplace”
(5) “Inconvenience of hospital systems”
(6) “Fear of decrease in job ability from side effects 
of treatment”
(7) “Painful feeling about colleague’s care after 
announcing disease”
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
catego ri es sub  categories code s

"I felt pain for my  treatment."
"I had to stop job due to the beginning of the treatm ent."
"I feel tired to do full-time working"

"unable to endure a weakened im mune
system  as  side effects"

"I wanted to continue m y job because I feel anxious w ithout involving
c ollegues, but I was told to stop my job because I am in danger of
decreasing m y immune s ys tem and I had a child"
"I felt a responsibility for my job"
"I cannot stop my job because I am  sole proprietor."
"I was not able to get treatm ent because I had tons  of things to do"
"I sensed a need to do everything properly"
"I was busy to do m y c las ses  as pos sible and to make handouts ,
because I fe lt that my s ubs titute got c onfused"
"I felt sorry to have c aus ed collegues  so m uch trouble"
"I felt sorry to make m y c ollegues conc ern for me"
"I felt sorry to make m y c ollegues conc ern for me"
"I would rather be part-time position bec ause I got frequently absent from
m y job"
"I felt sorry to burden my collegues"
"I felt timid"
"I could hardly say that I was in disease, because I gave my collegues a
hard"
"I could hardly say that I was in disease, because I gave my collegues a
hard"
"I feel sorry because I work only 2 weeks a week"
"I feel heat ,but my s tudents  do not follow me"
"I feel heat before I c ame into hospital, because m y s ubs titute was  not
able to do m y job"

"depend on her husband financ ially"
"I take the path of least resistance that I do not work full-tim e because I am
able to depend on m y husband"
"I mus t not overdo anything and I bring under my control"
"I bring under my control"
"I should keep good control of mys elf"
"I bec ome sensit ized not to be tired"
"I am not able to take a full sw ing"

"stress that thay have intention of
stopping their work"

"It is  better for me to stop m y job in order to protect me, bec aus e toralat ion
impose a stra in on m e"

 (3) “Save one's  energy to work by
the fear of reoc currence”

 (2) “Apologetic  feeling of absence
at work”

(1) “Phys ical pain ass ociated w ith
s ide effects  of treatm ent”

"feeling tired by s ide effects  of
treatment"

"respons ibility for their work"

"feeling that you do not want to give their
colleagues a hard"

"impatienc e that they will get their works
done"

"feeling coming form the fear of
reoc currence that you should not do
overworking"

Table 1-1
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

catego ri es sub categories c odes

"unthoughtful word for the patients" "I was  told that I was  fat or I was  being s wollen in workplac e"
"If people around me do not give c ons ideration to m e, I s hould do
everything by mys elf"
"I c annot say that I am not able to carry som ething heavy"
"I c annot stop m y job bec aus e I w ill put a s train on others "
"you want to avoid any trouble, while someone get dis ease around you"
"I was  treated unkindly in my workplace"
"I got a dirty look becaus e I take time off  more for the treatment"
"If m y bos s look displeased, I have a rough ride s o I am  forced to put up
with"
"everyone around me do not understand a treatment"
"even people who know about thes e kind of d iseas e well do not
unders tand a treatm ent"
"everyone around me do not know that the patients suffer from  naus eaes
as a s ide effec ts "
I was  told not to make trouble more"
"radiation therapy have a tim e restriction. It is  difficult to s trike a balanc e
between the treatement and the job"
"The way of treatm ent is  difficult for the people who have a job"
"There is no t ime for less on, so I felt pres sed and turned out fru itnes s.
S tudents did not fo llow m e. I feel losing my ability for leadership becaus e
of the dis ease."
"W hile I wanted to continue m y job, but the quality drop away if I continue"
"I am gett ing nerve-wrac king and t ired"
"Driving seem s m uc h longer to me"
"Driving can be nerve-wracking"
"I get d is trac ted easily in any case"

  (7) “Painful feeling about
c olleague’s c are after announcing
dis ease”

"dispis e to be given cons iderat ion by
their clleagues  due to notific at ion of
diseas e nam e"

"I c ared that collegues concern for m e when they were inform ed of my
dis ease"

"lack an unders tanding of the disease"

"too m uc h blank between a c ons ultat ion
and a treatment"

"fear of dec reading their job ability
c aus ed by the dis ease"

 (6) “Fear  of dec rease in job ability
from  side effects of treatment”

 (5) “Inc onvenienc e of hos pital
s ystems”

(4) “Lack of c are at workplace ”

"lack of c are at workplace"

Table 1-2
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 “Physical pain associated with side effects 
of treatment”
The side effects appears in diverse ways 
because of the differences of medicine used 
in chemotherapy. Especially, fatigue and 
unpleasant feeling of vomit have an affect 
on not only their job but also their daily life. 
In addition, inhibition of sleeping may put a 
strain on their next day’s job. Furthermore, it 
tends to increase their physical burden that 
they undergo the chemotherapy many times.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 “Apologetic feeling of absence at work”
The patients always feel a wariness  for 
their colleagues because they have to take 
a leave of absence for their treatment. It 
seems that their feeling will change, whether 
they have informed their colleagues about 
their disease yet or not.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 “Apologetic feeling of absence at work”
“Save one's energy to work by the fear of 
reoccurrence”
It is clear that the patients faces dilemma –a 
feeling which they cannot take a full-swing 
in the job because of the fear of 
reoccurrence and which they must carry out 
their responsibility for their job. Therefore, it 
is necessary to create a system that they 
can take a leave absence without hesitation 
as a menstruation holiday. 14

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 “Lack of care at workplace”
The environment that the patients who deal 
with their job and the treatments at the 
same time are able to obtain consent from 
their boss and colleagues have to be set.

 “Inconvenience of hospital systems”
The medical staff also have to give a 
consideration to these patients and change 
the environment to reduce the wait time, etc. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

 “Fear of decrease in job ability from side 
effects of treatment”
The patients make mistakes repeatedly and 
amplify an anxious, fear, disappointment 
and guilty feeling. Therefore, the patients 
have to be supported not temporary but 
permanent.

 “Painful feeling about colleague’s care after 
announcing disease”
People around the patient have to know that 
she get hurt if they show too much concern 
about her disease as the case may be.
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CONCLUSIONS

 These following measures are needed for the 
patients to deal with a job and severe treatment like 
a chemotherapy.
 Supporting to adjust work environment for the 

patients
 Improving the system of medical services
 Promoting a better understanding about the side 

effects and the possibilities to cure
 It is necessary for a occupational health nurse 

working at an industrial site to support patients 
carefully to understand their physical pains and 
feelings to continue chemotherapy and work.
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